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When considering CHR this basic problem is further complicated: Due to the presence of multiple heads, the traces consisting of sequences of input/ouput pairs, analogous to those used in the aforementioned works, are not sufficient to obtain a compositional semantics.
Our solution to obtain a compositional model is to use an augmented semantics based on traces which includes at each step two "assumptions" on the external environment and two "outputs" of the current process.
Thus our model is based on sequences of quadruples, rather than simple input/output pairs.
Our compositional semantics is obtained by a fixpoint construction which uses an enhanced transitions system implementing the rules for assumptions described before. We prove the correctness of the semantics with respect to a notion of observables which characterizes the input/ouput behavior of terminating computations, where the original goal has been completely reduced to built-in constraints. We will discuss later the extensions needed in order to characterize different notions of results, such as the "qualified answers" used in Frühwirth [1998] .
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. The next section introduces some preliminaries about CHR and its operational semantics. Section 3 contains the definition of the compositional semantics, while Section 4 presents the compositionality and correctness results. Section 5 discusses related work while Section 6 concludes by indicating directions for future work.
A preliminary, short version of this article appeared in Delzanno et al. [2005] .
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we first introduce some preliminary notions and then define the CHR syntax and operational semantics. Even though we try to provide a self-contained exposition, some familiarity with constraint logic languages and first-order logic could be useful.
CHR Syntax
We first need to distinguish the constraints handled by an existing solver, called built-in (or predefined) constraints, from those defined by the CHR program, namely user-defined (or CHR) constraints. An atomic constraint is a first-order predicate (atomic formula). By assuming to use two disjoint sorts of predicate symbols we then distinguish built-in atomic constraints from CHR atomic constraints. A built-in constraint c is defined by 11:4
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On the other hand, according to the usual CHR syntax, we assume that a user-defined constraint is a conjunction of atomic user-defined constraints. We use c, d to denote built-in constraints, h, k to denote CHR constraints, and a, b, f , g to denote both built-in and user-defined constraints (we will generically call these constraints). We also denote by false any inconsistent (conjunction of) constraint(s) and with true any empty built-in constraint multiset. The capital versions of these notations will be used to denote multisets of constraints. Furthermore, we denote by U the set of user-defined constraints.
We will often use "," rather than ∧ to denote conjunction and we will often consider a conjunction of atomic constraints as a multiset of atomic constraints. In particular, we will use this notation based on multisets in the syntax of CHR. The notation ∃ −V φ, where V is a set of variables, denotes the existential closure of a formula φ with the exception of the variables V which remain unquantified. F v(φ) denotes the free variables appearing in φ and we denote by · the concatenation of sequences and by ε the empty sequence. Given a set A, ℘(A) denotes the set consisting of all subsets of A, while ℘ m (A) denotes the set consisting of all the multisets over A. Moreover, ift = t 1 , . . . t m andt = t 1 , . . . t m are sequences of terms then the notation p(t) = p (t ) represents the set of equalities t 1 = t 1 , . . . , t m = t m if p = p , and it is undefined otherwise. Analogously, if H = h 1 , . . . , h k and H = h 1 , . . . , h k are sequences of constraints, the notation H = H represents the set of equalities h 1 = h 1 , . . . , h k = h k . Finally, denotes the multiset union, while we consider \ as an overloaded operator used both for set and multiset difference (the meaning depends on the type of the arguments).
We are now ready to introduce the CHR syntax as defined in Frühwirth [1998] .
Definition 2.1 (Syntax). A CHR simplification rule has the form r @H ⇔ C | B while a CHR propagation rule has the form
where r is a unique identifier of a rule, H (the head) is a (nonempty) multiset of user-defined constraints, C (the guard) is a multiset of built-in constraints, and B is a possibly empty multiset of (built-in and user-defined) constraints.
2
A CHR program is a finite set of CHR simplification and propagation rules.
In the following if the guard C = true, then true | is omitted. We prefer to use multisets rather than sequences (as in the original CHR papers), since multisets appear to correspond more precisely to the nature of CHR rules.
•
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Moreover, in this article we will not use the identifiers of the rules, which will then be omitted.
A CHR goal is a multiset of (both user-defined an built-in) constraints. Goal s is the set of all goals. An example can be useful to see what kind of programs we are considering here.
Example 2.2. The following CHR program, given a forest of finite trees, is able to recognize if two nodes belong to the same tree.
Operational Semantics
We describe now the operational semantics of CHR as provided by Frühwirth [1998] by using a transition system T s = (Conf s , −→ s ) ( s here stands for "standard", as opposed to the semantics we will use later). Configurations in Conf s are triples of the form G, K , d , where G are the constraints that remain to be solved, K are the user-defined constraints that have been accumulated, and d are the built-in constraints that have been simplified. 3 An initial configuration has the form G, ∅, ∅ and consists of a goal G, an empty user-defined constraint, and an empty builtin constraint.
A final configuration has either the form
when it is failed, that is, when it contains an inconsistent built-in constraint store represented by the unsatisfiable constraint false, or has the form
when it is successfully terminated because there are no applicable rules. Given a program P , the transition relation −→ s ⊆ Conf × Conf is the least relation satisfying the rules in Table I (for sake of simplicity, we omit indexing the relation with the name of the program). The Solve transition allows to update the constraint store by taking into account a built-in constraint contained in the goal. Without loss of generality, we will assume that
The Introduce transition is used to move a userdefined constraint from the goal to the CHR constraint store, where it can be 11:6
• M. Gabbrielli and M. C. Meo Table I . The Standard Transition System for CHR
handled by applying CHR rules. The transitions Simplify and Propagate allow to rewrite user-defined constraints (which are in the CHR constraint store) by using rules from the program. As usual, in order to avoid variable names clashes, both these transitions assume that clauses from the program are renamed apart, that is, assume that all variables appearing in a program clause are fresh ones. Both the Simplify and Propagate transitions are applicable when the current store (d ) is strong enough to entail the guard of the rule (C), once the parameter passing has been performed (this is expressed by the equation H = H ). Note that, due to the existential quantification over the variables x appearing in H, in such a parameter passing the information flow is from the actual parameters (in H ) to the formal parameters (in H); that is, it is required that the constraints H which have to be rewritten comprise an instance of the head H. When applied, both these transitions add the body B of the rule to the current goal and the set of equations H = H , expressing the parameter passing mechanism, to the built-in constraint store. The difference between Simplify and Propagate is in the fact that the former transition removes the constraints H which have been rewritten from the CHR constraint store. Given a goal G, the operational semantics that we consider observes the final stores of computations terminating with an empty goal and an empty user-defined constraint. We call these observables data sufficient answers by following the terminology of Frühwirth [1998] . Definition 2.3 (Data Sufficient Answers). Let P be a program and let G be a goal. The set SA P (G) of data sufficient answers for the query G in the program P is defined as
Thus, data sufficient answers consider the results of terminated computations where all the user-defined constraints have been rewritten into built-in constraints.
In Frühwirth [1998] also considered is the following different notion of answer, obtained by computations terminating with a user-defined constraint which does not need to be empty. 
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Definition 2.4 (Qualified Answers). Let P be a program and let G be a goal. The set QA P (G) of qualified answers for the query G in the program P is defined as
In this article we consider data sufficient answers and we discuss in Section 4.4 a possible extension in order to also characterize qualified answers. Note that both previous notions of observables characterize an input/output behavior, since the input constraint is implicitly considered in the goal.
In the remaining of this work we will consider only simplification rules, since propagation rules can be mimicked by simplification rules, as far as the results contained in this article are concerned.
Note that in presence of propagation rules the abstract operational semantics that we consider in this article introduces redundant infinite computations: Since propagation rules do not remove user-defined constraints (see rule Propagate in Table I ), when a propagate rule is applied it introduces an infinite computation (obtained by subsequent applications of the same rule). Note, however, that this does not imply that in presence of an active propagation rule the semantics that we consider is empty. In fact, the application of a simplification rule after a propagation rule can cause the termination of the computation, by removing the atoms which are needed by the head of the propagation rule. It is also possible to define a different operational semantics (see Abdennadher [1997] and Duck et al. [2004] ) which avoids these infinite computations by allowing to apply at most once a propagation rule to the same constraints. We will further discuss this issue in Section 5.
And-Compositionality in CHR
As mentioned in the Introduction, compositionality is an essential feature of a semantics since it allows to reconstruct the meaning of a compound construct from the meaning of its components. The basic construct which allows to structure CHR programs and goals is the and-composition of logic (atomic) formulae. It is therefore rather natural to consider in the context of CHR andcompositionality, namely the possibility of retrieving the semantics of a conjunctive query from the semantics of its components. This form of compositionality can be defined more formally as follows.
Definition 2.5 (And-Compositional Semantics). Let P be a program and let A and B be (atomic) formulae. A semantics S P is and-compositional if
4 for a suitable composition operator C which does not depend on the program P .
Due to the presence of guards and multiple heads in CHR, the semantics which associates to a program P the denotation SA P is not and-compositional, Example 2.6. Let P be the program consisting of the single rule
(where c is a built-in constraint). According to Definition 2.4 we have that
where k is a CHR constraint.
An analogous example can be made to show that also the semantics QA is not and-compositional. Thus, in order to obtain a compositional characterization of the observables SA P some semantic structures richer than pair need to be used. As we will see in the next section, we will develop a compositional model based on traces.
A COMPOSITIONAL TRACE SEMANTICS
As shown by Example 2.6 the semantics SA is not compositional. It is worth noting that the problem exemplified previously is different from the classic problem of concurrent languages (see, e.g., Brookes [1993] , de Boer and Palamidessi [1991] ) where the interaction of nondeterminism and synchronization makes the input/output observables noncompositional.
Intuitively the problem can be stated as follows. The CHR rule r@ g , h ⇔ c cannot be used to rewrite a goal g , no matter how the variables are constrained (i.e., for any input constraint), because the goal consists of a single atom g while the head of the rule contains two atoms g , h. Therefore, if we considered a semantics based on input/ouput traces, we would obtain the empty denotation for the goal g in the program consisting of the rule r. Clearly also the goal k (which is not defined) has an empty denotation. However, since the rule r can be used to rewrite the goal g , h the semantics of g , h is not empty, differently from the case of the semantics of k, h. This means that the semantics of g , h cannot be derived from the semantics of h and g , that is, the semantics is not compositional. It is worth noting that even restricting to a more simple notion of observable, such as the results of terminating computations, does not simplify this problem. In fact, differently from the case of ccp (concurrent constraint programming) languages, also the semantics based on these observables (usually called resting points) is not compositional for CHR.
In order to solve this problem we have then to use some additional information which allows us to describe the behavior of goals in any possible and-composition without, of course, considering explicitly all the possible and-compositions. The basic idea of our approach is then to collect in the semantics also the "missing" parts of heads which are needed in order to proceed with the computation. For example, when considering the preceding program P , we should be able to state that the goal g produces the constraint c, provided that the external environment (i.e., a conjunctive goal) contains the user-defined constraint h. In other words, h is an assumption which is made in the semantics describing the computation of g . When composing (by using a suitable notion of composition) such a semantics with the semantics of a goal that containing h we can verify that the "assumption" h is satisfied and therefore obtain the correct semantics for g , h. In order to model correctly the interaction of different processes we have to use sequences, analogously to what happens with other concurrent paradigms.
A New Transition System
The idea sketched before is developed by defining a new transition system which implements this mechanism based on assumptions for dealing with the missing parts of heads. The new transition system allows to generate the sequences appearing in the compositional model by using a standard fix-point construction. As a first step in our construction, we modify the notion of configuration used before: Since we do not need to distinguish user-defined constraints which appear in the goal from the user-defined constraints which have been already considered for reduction, we merge the first and second components of previous triples (similarly to what has been done in Abdennadher and Frühwirth [2003] ). Thus we do not need the Introduce rule anymore. On the other hand, we need the information on the new assumptions, which is added as a superscript label of the transitions. Moreover, similarly to the case of the models for ccp, we also maintain at each step an assumption on the constraints appearing in the guards of the rules, in order to ensure that these are satisfied and the computation can proceed. Finally, we memorize at each step a second output element, consisting of those atoms which are not rewritten in the current derivation and which could be used to satisfy some assumptions (of the second type) when composing sequences representing different computations.
Thus we define a transition system T = (Conf, −→ P ) where configurations in Conf are pairs: The first component is a multiset of indexed atoms (the goal) and the second one is a built-in constraint (the store). Indexes are associated to atoms in order to denote the point in the derivation where they have been introduced. Atoms in the original goal are indexed by 0, while atoms introduced at the ith derivation step are indexed by i. Given a program P , the transition relation −→ P ⊆ Conf × Conf × ℘ m (U) is the least relation satisfying the rules in Table II . Note that we consider only Solve and Simplify rules, as the other rules, as previously mentioned, are redundant in this context. Solve' is the same rule as before, while the Simplify' rule is modified to consider assumptions: When reducing a goal G by using a rule having head H, the multiset of assumptions K = H \ G (with H = K ) is used to label the transition (\ denotes multiset difference). Indexes allow us to distinguish different occurrences of the same atom which have been introduced in different derivation steps. We will use the notation G i to indicate that all the atoms in G are indexed by i. When indexes are not needed we will simply omit them. As before, we assume that program rules to be used in the new Simplify' rule use fresh variables to avoid names clashes.
The following example shows a derivation obtained by the new transition system. 
where i is the maximal index occurring in the goal G ∧ A Example 3.1. Given the goal {same (X , c),
} and the program of Example 2.2 by using the transition system of Table II we obtain the following derivation.
The Semantic Domain
The semantics domain of our compositional semantics is based on sequences which represent derivations obtained by the transition system in Table II . More precisely, we first consider concrete sequences consisting of tuples of the form
. The sequences we consider are terminated by tuples of the form G, c, ∅, G, c (with either c = false or G ∈ ℘ m (U)), which represent a terminating step (see the precise definition in what follows). Since a sequence represents a derivation, we assume that the "output" goal G at step i is equal to the "input" goal G at step i + 1, that is, we assume that if
On the other hand, the input store c i+1 can be different from the output store d i produced at the previous step, since we need to perform all the possible assumptions on the constraint c i+1 produced by the external environment in order to obtain a compositional semantics. However, we assume that if appears in a sequence then CT |= c i+1 → d i holds: This means that the assumption made on the external environment cannot be weaker than the constraint store produced at the previous step. This reflects the monotonic nature of computations, where information can be added to the constraint store and cannot be deleted from it. Finally note that assumptions on user-defined constraints (label K ) are made only for those atoms which are needed to "complete" the current goal in order to apply a clause. In other words, no assumption can be made in order to apply clauses whose heads do not share any predicate with the current goal.
We then define formally concrete sequences, which represent derivation steps performed by using the new transition system, as follows.
Definition 3.2 (Concrete Sequences).
The set Seq containing all the possible (concrete) sequences is defined as the set
From these concrete sequences we extract abstract sequences which are the objects of our semantic domain:
where we consider as before the input and output store (c and d , respectively) and the assumptions (K ), while we do not consider anymore the output goal G . Furthermore, we restrict the input goal G to that part H consisting of all user-defined constraints which will not be rewritten in the (derivation represented by the) sequence δ. Intuitively H contains those atoms which are available for satisfying assumptions of other goals, when composing two different sequences (representing two derivations of different goals). We also assume that if
is in a sequence then H i ⊆ H i+1 holds, since these atoms which will not be rewritten in the derivation can only augment. Finally, indexes are not used in the abstract sequences (they are only needed to define stable atoms; see Definition 3.4). We then define formally the semantic domain as follows.
Definition 3.3 (Abstract Sequences). The semantic domain D containing all the possible (abstract) sequences is defined as the set
11:12
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The Compositional Semantics
In order to define our semantics we need three more notions. First, we define an abstraction operator α which extracts from the concrete sequences in Seq (representing exactly derivation steps) the abstract sequences used in our semantic domain.
Definition 3.4 (Abstraction and Stable Atoms). Let
be a sequence of derivation steps where we assume that atoms are indexed as previously specified. We say that an indexed atom a j is stable in δ if a j appears in G i , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The abstraction operator α : Seq → D is then defined inductively as
where H is the multiset consisting of all the user-defined atoms in G which are stable in G, c, K , G , d · δ and the function β simply removes the indexes from the atoms in H.
The following example illustrates the use of the abstraction function α.
Example 3.5. The application of the function α to the concrete sequence representing the derivation of Example 3.1 gives the following abstract sequence.
where
Then we need the notion of "compatibility" of a tuple with respect to a sequence. To this end, we first provide some further notation: Given a sequence δ of derivation steps 
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we denote by length(δ) the length of the derivation δ (i.e., the number of tuples in the sequence). Moreover, using t as a shorthand for the tuple G, c,
, where H ⊆ G n is the set consisting of all the user-defined atoms in G n (the free variables in all the stable multisets of δ); and
(the local variables of δ, namely the free variables in the clauses used in the derivation δ).
We then define the notion of compatibility as follows.
n be a sequence of derivation steps for G 2 . We say that t is compatible with δ if the following holds.
(
The three conditions of Definition 3.6 reflect the following facts, respectively: The clauses in a derivation are renamed apart; the variables in the assumptions are disjoint from the variables in the clauses used in a derivation; and each of the local variables appearing in an input constraint either has already appeared in an output constraint or is a variable appearing in the stable multisets of δ. These conditions ensure that, by using the notation of the previous definition, if t · δ ∈ Seq and t is compatible with δ then t · δ is a sequence of derivation steps for G 1 . Moreover, the local variables in a derivation δ and in the abstraction of δ are the same (Lemma 4.6). We can now define the compositional semantics.
Definition 3.7 (Compositional Semantics). Let P be a program and let G be a goal. The compositional semantics of G in the program P , S P : Goals → ℘(D), is defined as
where α is the pointwise extension to sets of the operator given in Definition 3.4 and S P : Goals → ℘(Seq) is defined as follows. It can be observed that S P (G) is also the least fixed-point of the corresponding operator
In the preceding definition, I : Goals → ℘(Seq) stands for a generic interpretation assigning to a goal a set of sequences, and the ordering on the set of interpretations Goals → ℘(Seq) is that of (pointwise extended) set-inclusion. It is straightforward to check that is continuous (on a CPO); thus, standard results ensure that the fixpoint can be calculated by n≥0 φ n (⊥), where φ 0 is the identity map and for n > 0, φ n = φ • φ n−1 (see e.g., Davey and Priestley [1990] ).
COMPOSITIONALITY AND CORRECTNESS
In this section we prove that the semantics defined earlier is and-compositional and correct with respect to the observables SA P .
Composition Operators
In order to prove the compositionality result, we first need to define how two sequences describing a computation of two goals A and B can be composed in order to obtain a computation of the conjunction A, B. Such a composition is defined by the (semantic) operator which first performs an interleaving of the actions described by the two sequences and then eliminates the assumptions which are satisfied in the resulting sequence. For technical reasons, rather than modifying the existing sequences, the elimination of satisfied assumptions is performed on new sequences which are generated by a closure operator η, defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 (η Operator). Let W be a multiset of indexed atoms, σ be a sequence in D of the form
and let us definẽ
where we use the notation H i to indicate that all the atoms in H are indexed by i (\ denotes the multisets difference).
Furthermore, let us denote by σ \ W the sequence
where the multisets differenceH i \W considers indexes and, as in Definition 3.4, the function β simply removes the indexes from the stable atoms. The operator η :
is then defined as follows. Given S ∈ ℘(D), η(S) is the least set satisfying the following conditions:
where K = {k 1 , . . . , k n } ⊆ K is a multiset such that there exists a multiset of indexed atoms W = {h
A few explanations about the previous definition are in order. The operator η is an upper closure operator 5 which saturates a set of sequences S by adding new sequences where redundant assumptions can be removed: An assumptions k (in K i ) can be removed if h j appears as a stable atom (inH i ) and CT |= c i ∧ k ↔ c i ∧ h. Once a stable atom is "consumed" for satisfying an assumption, it is removed from (the multiset of stable atoms of) all the tuples appearing in the sequence, to avoid multiple uses of the same atom. Note that stable atoms are considered without the index in the condition CT |= c ∧ k l ↔ c ∧ h l , while they are considered as indexed atoms in the removal operationH i \ W . The reason for this slight complication is explained by the following example.
Example 4.2. Let S be the set consisting of the only sequence
From this sequence, we construct a new one, where the stable atoms are indexed as c, ∅, {k
Such a new sequence indicates that at the second step we have an assumption k, while both at the first and at the second step we have produced a stable atom k, which has been indexed by 1 and 2, respectively. In order to satisfy the assumption k we can use either k 1 or k 2 . However, depending on what indexed atom we use, we obtain two different simplified sequences in η(S), namely It is also worth noting that it is possible to disregard indexes in the result of the normalization operator.
Example 4.3. We show now an example of derivation steps and abstract sequence for the goals {same (X , c), edge (c, d ), edge (d , e)} and {root (c), edge (c, b)} that is a possible goal subdivision of the one in Example 3.1, using the program in Example 2.2. The goal {same (X , c), edge (c, d ), edge (d , e)} has the following sequence of derivation steps. Gabbrielli and M. C. Meo Moreover, denoting by δ the concrete sequence arising from such derivation steps, we obtain δ = {same (X , c),
where the following holds.
Moreover we have the following sequence of derivation steps for {root(c), edge (c, b)}.
is a concrete sequence for {root (c), edge (c, b)}. Then α(γ ) follows. We have
Before defining the composition operator on sequences we need a notation for the sequences in D analogous to that one introduced for sequences of derivation steps.
Let σ = c 1 ,
n ∈ D be a sequence for the goal G. We define the following.
(the free variables in the output constraints of σ which are not in the corresponding input constraints); -V loc (σ ) = (V constr (σ ) ∪ V stable (σ )) \ (V ass (σ ) ∪ Fv (G)) (by using Definition 3.6
and by Lemma 4.6, the local variables of a sequence σ are the local variables of the derivations δ such α(δ) = σ ).
We can now define the composition operator on sequences. To simplify the notation we denote by both the operator acting on sequences and that one acting on sets of sequences. 
then σ 1 σ 2 is defined by cases as follows.
(1) If both σ 1 and σ 2 have length 1 and have the same store, say σ 1 = c, ∅, H 1 , c and σ 2 = c, ∅, H 2 , c , then
(2) If σ 2 has length 1 and σ 1 has length > 1 then
The symmetric case is analogous and therefore omitted. 
Finally, the composition of sets of sequences :
Let us briefly illustrate some points in the previous definition. Condition (2) ensures that the rules used to construct the (derivations abstracted by the) sequences σ 1 and σ 2 have been renamed apart (i.e., they do not share variables). Moreover, the local variables of each sequence are different from those which appear in the initial goal for the other sequence.
Moreover, in the definition of the composition of sets of sequences :
, the first condition ensures that the variables appearing in the rules used to construct the sequences σ 1 and σ 2 are distinct from the variables appearing in the assumptions. The second condition is needed to ensure that σ is the abstraction of a sequence satisfying condition (3) in Definition 3.6 (Compatibility).
Example 4.5. We consider now an application of Definition 4.4 and of Definition 4.1 by using the two abstract sequences of Example 4.3, showing that this composition give us the sequence in Example 3.5. First of all we compose the abstract sequences α(δ) and α(γ ) of Example 4.3 by using Definition 4.4 and obtain the following interleaved sequence. where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are defined as in Example 4.3 and (a(e)) means that is used the tuple a and the stable atoms of tuple e (and analogously for the other steps), until the last step of interleaving, that uses d and h, closes the composition.
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The application of Definition 4.1 substitutes the assumptions find (Y 1, Z 1) in (e(b)) with the same constraint in the corresponding stable multiset. d ) ) with the same constraints in the corresponding stable multisets, and then the following sequence is produced.
{true, ∅, {edge
c 4 (i and d )
which is equal to the one of Example 3.5.
Compositionality
Using this notion of composition of sequences we can show that the semantics S P is compositional. Before proving the compositionality theorem, we need some technical lemmas. In the following, given a sequence γ , where γ ∈ Seq ∪ D, we will denote by instore (γ ) and by Inc (γ ) the first input constraint and the set of input constraints of γ , respectively. Moreover, we will denote by Ass (γ ) and Stable (γ ) the set (corresponding to the multiset) of assumptions of γ and the set (corresponding to the multiset) of CHR atoms in the last goal of γ , respectively.
The following lemma states that, considering a sequence δ in a concrete semantics, the free variables in the assumptions, in the stable multisets and the local variables in δ, are the same as the ones in the abstraction of δ.
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• M. Gabbrielli and M. C. Meo LEMMA 4.6. Let G be a goal, δ ∈ S P (G) and let σ = α(δ). Then V r (δ) = V r (σ ) holds, where r ∈ { ass, stable, loc }.
PROOF. If r ∈ { ass, stable } then the proof is straightforward by definition of α and of V r . Then we have only to prove that V loc (δ) = V loc (σ ). The proof is by induction on n = lenght (δ).
(n = 1) . In this case δ = G, c, ∅, G, c , σ = c, ∅, H, c , where either H = G or c n = false and H is the multiset consisting of all the user-defined atoms in
By definition of S P (G), there exists δ ∈ S P (G 2 ) such that t = G 1 , c 1 , K 1 , G 2 , d 1 is compatible with δ and δ = t · δ ∈ Seq.
By inductive hypothesis, we have that
where H 1 is the multiset consisting of all the atoms in G 1 which are stable in δ.
By definition of V loc and by inductive hypothesis
Moreover, by definition of V loc and since V stable (σ ) = V stable (σ ), we have that
Therefore by (3), by properties of ∪, and since
. By definition x ∈ Fv (t), since t is compatible with δ and by condition (1) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility), we have that x ∈ V loc (δ ) = V loc (σ ) and therefore by (4) x ∈ V ass (σ ) ∪ Fv (G 2 ). Then by (5)
By properties of ∪, we have that
Now let x ∈ Fv (G 1 ) \ Fv (G 2 ) and let us assume that x ∈ V constr (σ ) ∪ V stable (σ ).
By definition x ∈ Fv (t), since t is compatible with δ and by condition (1) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility), we have that x ∈ V loc (δ ) = V loc (σ ) (where the last equality follows by inductive hypothesis). Then since x ∈ Fv (G 2 ) and by (4) we have that x ∈ V ass (σ ). Therefore, by the previous results and by (6) and (7), we have that
Now let x ∈ (Fv (d 1 ) \ Fv (c 1 )) ∩ V ass (σ ). Since by point (2) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility) V loc (t) ∩ V ass (σ ) = ∅, we have that x ∈ Fv (G 1 , K 1 ). Then
Then by (8),
Finally, let
First of all, observe that x ∈ V loc (t) and therefore, by definition of compatibility, x ∈ V ass (σ ). Now, let {a 1 , . . . , a l } ⊆ G 2 the set of atoms in G 2 such that x ∈ Fv (a j ), for each j ∈ [1, l ]. We have two cases.
-There exists v ∈ [1, l ] such that a v is a CHR constraint and let us assume that a v ∈ Stable(σ ) = Stable(δ). Then, by definition of derivation, there exists
. By condition (3) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility), we have that x ∈ Fv (c h ) and then
Then by (9), by the previous result, and by definition of V loc ,
and then the thesis holds -For each v ∈ [1, l ], a v is a built-in constraint. Now, we have two further cases.
-c n is satisfiable. In this case, by Definition 3.2 (concrete sequences), we have that a v is evaluated in δ, for each v ∈ [1, l ]. Analogously to the previous case, by condition (3) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility), we have that x ∈ V constr (σ ). -c n = false. Then by definition of the operational semantics, without loss of generality, we can assume that δ evaluates at least a constraint in {a 1 , . . . , a l }. Therefore, as before, x ∈ V constr (σ ). Now the proof is the same as that one of the previous case.
In the following, given a sequence of derivation steps
and a goal W , we denote by δ ⊕ W the sequence 
The proof of the following two lemmas is straightforward by definition of derivation.
LEMMA 4.7. Let F, G be goals and let δ ∈ S P (F, G) such that
where F = (F , F ), F = ∅ and the first tuple of the sequence δ represents a derivation step s, which uses the Apply' rule and rewrites only and all the atoms in (F , G) . Then there exists a derivation δ ∈ S P (F ) such that
LEMMA 4.8. Let G be a goal, W be a multiset of atoms, and let
The following lemma proves that we can obtain the same concrete semantics both from a goal and from one part of it. It is used in Lemma 4.10.
LEMMA 4.9. Let P be a program and let F and G be two goals such that there exists a derivation step
where only the atoms in F are rewritten in s. Assume that there exists δ ∈ S P (F, G) such that δ = t · δ , where
δ ∈ S P (B, G) and t is compatible with δ . Moreover assume that there exists δ 1 ∈ S P (B) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G), such that:
PROOF. In the following, assume that: G) , and e l = r p = c n . The following holds.
(a) t represents the derivation step s = F, c 1 −→
The proof is straightforward by observing that t represents the derivation step
By considering the previous point, by hypothesis, and by definition of S P (F ), we have to prove that δ 1 ∈ Seq and that t is compatible with δ 1 . By hypothesis 
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Inc (δ 1 ) ⊆ Inc(δ ) and then CT |= instore(δ 1 ) → instore(δ ). Moreover since t is compatible with δ , we have that CT |= instore(δ ) → d 1 and therefore CT |= instore(δ 1 ) → d 1 by transitivity. Then we have only to prove that t is compatible with δ 1 and so that the three conditions of Definition 3.6 hold. The following holds.
(1) By hypothesis V loc (δ 1 ) ⊆ V loc (δ ) and by construction Fv (t ) ⊆ Fv (t). Then
where the last equality follows since t is compatible with δ . (2) First of all observe that, given a derivationδ, we have that
whereG is the initial goal of the derivationδ. Then have the following.
and since by hypothesis
since t is compatible with δ and by definition of V loc ) ∅ (3) We have to prove that for
Since by inductive hypothesis Inc (δ 1 ) ⊆ Inc (δ ), there exists a least index h ∈ [2, n] such that e i = c h . Therefore, since V loc (t ) = V loc (t) and t is compatible with δ , we have that
Moreover, since x ∈ V loc (t ) = V loc (t), t is compatible with δ and by hypoth-
Now, observe that
⊆ (by definition of and since by hypothesis
Then by (11) and (12), we have that
. Then to prove the thesis, we have to prove that if
If d k is an output constraint of δ 1 , that is, there exists j ∈ [1, i − 1] such that d k = f j , the proof is terminated. Now assume that d k is an output constraint of δ 2 , namely, there exists w ∈ [1, m] such that d k = s w and for each j ∈ [1, w − 1], we have that x ∈ Fv (s j ). Since k is the least index j such that x ∈ Fv (d j ) and since t is compatible with δ , we have that x ∈ Fv (c k ) and therefore x ∈ Fv (r w ). Moreover, since by (12), x ∈ Fv (G) ∪ V loc (δ 2 ), we have that x ∈ Fv (G w ). Then by definition of derivation step, since x ∈ Fv (s w ) \ (Fv (r w ) ∪ Fv (G w )), we have that x ∈ Fv (N w ) and therefore x ∈ V ass (δ 2 ). By hypothesis x ∈ V ass (δ ) ∪ V stable (δ 1 ). Then since t is compatible with δ and x ∈ V loc (t), we have that x ∈ V ass (δ ) and therefore x ∈ V stable (δ 1 ) and then the proof.
By Lemma 4.6
and since α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 ) is defined , we have that
Now observe that, since t is compatible with δ , V loc (t ) = V loc (t) and by Lemma 4.6, we have that V loc (t ) ∩ V loc (α(δ )) = ∅. Moreover, by hypothesis for V loc (α(δ 2 )) ⊆ V loc (α(δ )) and by definition of t, we have that
Moreover, since t is compatible with δ , Fv (F ) ⊆ Fv (t), and by hypothesis
and then the thesis holds.
, where W 1 is the multiset of atoms in (F, G) which are not rewritten in δ and J 1 is the multiset of atoms in F which are not rewritten in δ 1 . Moreover let us denote by -J 2 the set of atoms in B which are not rewritten in δ 1 ; by -Y 1 the set of atoms in G which are not rewritten in δ 2 ; and by -W 2 the set of atoms in (B, G) which are not rewritten in δ . 
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By our assumptions, σ = c 2 ,
By definition of η and since α(δ ) ∈ η({σ }),
where the multisets difference (J 1 Y 1 ) \ S considers indexes and S is such that (J 2 Y 1 ) \ S = W 2 . Then we can choose S in such a way that S restricted to the atoms with index equal to 1 is the set of (nonindexed) atoms (J 1 Y 1 ) \ W 1 and S restricted to the atoms with index equal to 2 is the set of (nonindexed) atoms (J 2 \ J 1 ) \ (W 2 \ W 1 ). It is easy to check that S satisfies the condition
and this completes the proof.
The following lemma states that, given a concrete sequence derived by the goal (F, G), there exist two concrete sequences that are derived from F and G, for which exists an abstract composition that is equal to the abstraction of the given sequence. LEMMA 4.10. Let P be a program, F and G be two goals, and assume that δ ∈ S P (F, G). Then there exists δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and
PROOF. We construct, by induction on the l = length(δ) two sequences δ ↑ (F,G) = (δ 1 , δ 2 ), where:
where δ ∈ S P (B 2 ) and t = (F, G), c 1 , K 1 , B 2 , d 1 is compatible with δ . Recall that, by definition, the tuple t represents a derivation step
Now we distinguish various cases according to the structure of the derivation step s.
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• M. Gabbrielli and M. C. Meo -In the derivation step s, we use the Solve' rule. In this case, without loss of generality, we can assume that
where W is the first stable multiset of α(δ ). By inductive hypothesis there exist δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G) such that
and therefore V loc (t ) = ∅. Then the following holds.
(1) Let i ∈ [1, 2]. By the inductive hypothesis, by construction, and by the previous observation V loc ( 
2) By inductive hypothesis and by construction,
The proof of the other statements follows by Lemma 4.9 and by inductive hypothesis. -In the derivation step s, we use the Simplify' rule and let us assume that in the derivation step s atoms deriving from F only are rewritten. In this case, we can assume that
1 represents a derivation step for F and V loc (t ) = V loc (t). Now the following holds.
3) By inductive hypothesis δ 2 ∈ S P (G). The proof of the other statements follows by Lemma 4.9 and by inductive hypothesis. -In the derivation step s, we use the Simplify' rule and let us assume that in the derivation step s atoms deriving both from F and G are rewritten.
In this case, we can assume that F = (F , F ) ,
and t = (F, G), c 1 , K 1 , (F , G , B 
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By using the same arguments as those of the previous point there exist δ 1 ∈ S P (F, G ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G ) such that δ ↑ ((F,G ) ,G ) = (δ 1 , δ 2 ). Now, observe that, by Lemma 4.7 and by definition of ↑, there exists δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) such that Ass(δ 1 ) = Ass(δ 1 ) ∪ {G }, α(δ 1 ) = c 1 ,
Moreover, since δ ∈ S P (F, G) and V loc (δ 2 ) ⊆ V loc (δ), we have that Fv (G ) ∩ V loc (δ 2 ) = ∅. Then by Lemma 4.8, we have that δ 2 = δ 2 ⊕G ∈ S P (G).
Now the following holds.
(1) Let i ∈ [1, 2]. By definition of ↑ and by the previous observation V loc ( 
The following lemma states that, given two concrete sequences that are derived from the goals F and G, there exists a concrete sequence that is derived from (F, G), whose abstraction is equal to the abstraction of composition of the given two sequences. LEMMA 4.11. Let P be a program, let F and G be two goals, and assume that δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G) are two sequences such that the following hold:
PROOF. In the following, given two derivations δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G), which verify the previous conditions, we construct by induction on the l = length(σ ) a derivation δ ∈ S P (F, G) such that V loc (δ) ⊆ V loc (δ 1 ) ∪ V loc (δ 2 ) and σ = α(δ).
(l = 1). In this case
(l > 1). Without loss of generality, we can assume that
By definition of η, there exist the multisets of atoms L ,L, L and the sequence σ such that
(1) α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 ) is defined. By definition, we have to prove that
First of all, observe that since V loc (α(δ 1 )) ⊆ V loc (α(δ 1 )) and α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 ) is defined, we have that
Therefore, by the previous observations, Fv (F 2 ) ∩ V loc (α(δ 2 )) = ∅ and then the thesis.
is straightforward, by definition of . (3) By definition, by the hypothesis, and by Lemma 4.6, we have that
To prove this statement observe that by hypothesis and by Lemma 4.6, for i ∈ [2, n],
.We have to prove that x ∈ Fv (W i ) and then the thesis. First of all, observe that since x ∈ Fv (d 1 ), by definition of derivation, we have that x ∈ V loc (α(δ 1 )) and therefore
Moreover, since by hypothesis α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 ) is defined, we have that x ∈ Fv (F ) ∪ V loc (t ). Therefore, since x ∈ Fv (d 1 ) and by definition of derivation, we have that x ∈ Fv (L 1 ) ∪ Fv (c 1 ). Now we have two possibilities. -x ∈ Fv (c 1 ). In this case, since x ∈ V loc (α(δ 2 )) and by point 4 of the hypothesis, we have that x ∈ Fv (W i ).
-x ∈ Fv (L 1 ). In this case there exists h ∈ L 1 such that x ∈ Fv (h). Since by hypothesis (V loc (α(δ 1 ))∪V loc (α(δ 2 )))∩V ass (σ ) = ∅, we have that h ∈ Ass(σ ) (i.e., h ∈ K 1 ) and therefore, by definition of , there exists h ∈ G such that CT |= c 1 ∧ h ↔ c 1 ∧ h . Note that, since x ∈ V loc (α(δ 2 )), we have that x ∈ Fv (G) ⊇ Fv (h ). Then x ∈ Fv (c 1 ) and then analogously to the previous case, x ∈ Fv (W i ). Then, by (16),
and then the thesis.
By the previous results and by inductive hypothesis, we have that there exists
is a multiset of atoms which are stable inδ. Then δ =δ L ∈ S P (B), where the goal B is obtained from the goal (F 2 , G) by deleting the atoms in L . By construction
Now observe that since t = F, c 1 ,
represents a derivation step for (F, G).
Let us denote by δ the sequence t · δ . Then, to prove the thesis, we have to prove that V loc (δ) ⊆ V loc (δ 1 ) ∪ V loc (δ 2 ), t · δ ∈ Seq, t is compatible with δ (and therefore δ ∈ S P (F, G)) and σ = α(δ).
and then the thesis. (t ·δ ∈ Seq). By construction, we have only to prove that CT |= instore(δ ) → d 1 . The proof is straightforward, since by construction either instore(δ ) = instore(δ 1 ) or instore(δ ) = instore(δ 2 ). (t is compatible withδ). The following holds.
(1) V loc (δ ) ∩ Fv(t) = ∅. By construction, (17), and by inductive hypothesis
By definition of derivation and since α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 ) is defined, we have that V loc (δ 1 ) ∩ (Fv(t ) ∪ Fv (G)) = ∅ and therefore by the second statement in (18) 
Then
(2) V loc (t) ∩ V ass (δ ) = ∅. The proof is immediate by the second statement of (17), since σ = α(δ), V ass (σ ) ⊆ V ass (σ ), by the first statement in (18), since V loc (t ) ⊆ V loc (δ 1 ) and by point 3 of the hypothesis. 
where the last equality follows by observing that δ = t · δ , where
and W 1 is the multiset of all the atoms in (F, G), which are stable in δ.
By using the aforesaid results we can finally prove the following theorem. THEOREM 4.12 (COMPOSITIONALITY). Let P be a program and let F and G be two goals. Then
PROOF. We prove the two inclusions separately. G) . By definition of S P , there exists δ ∈ S P (F, G) such that σ = α(δ). By Lemma 4.10 there exist δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G) such that for i = 1, 2, V loc (δ i ) ⊆ V loc (δ) and σ ∈ η(α(δ 1 ) α(δ 2 )). Let and let σ = c 1 , K 1 , F 1 , d 1 · · · c n , ∅, F n , c n , where F n = B n . Then in order to prove the thesis we have only to show that
First observe that by Lemma 4.6 and by hypothesis, we have that V ass (σ ) = V ass (δ) and for i = 1, 2, V loc (α(δ i )) = V loc (δ i ) ⊆ V loc (δ). Then by the previous results and by the properties of the derivations
Moreover by condition (3) of Definition 3.6 (compatibility), for i ∈ [1, m], (δ) and then x ∈ Fv (F i ) and this completes the proof of the first inclusion.
. By definition of S P and of there exist δ 1 ∈ S P (F ) and δ 2 ∈ S P (G), such that σ 1 = α(δ 1 ),
The proof is then straightforward by using Lemma 4.11.
Correctness
In order to show the correctness of the semantics S P with respect to the (input/output) observables SA P , we first introduce a different characterization of SA P , obtained by using the new transition system defined in Table II . Definition 4.13. Let P be a program and let G be a goal and let −→ P be (the least relation) defined by the rules in Table II . We define
The correspondence of SA with the original notion SA is stated by the following proposition, whose proof is immediate. PROPOSITION 4.14. Let P be a program and let G be a goal. Then
The observables SA P , and therefore SA P , describing answers of data sufficient computations, can be obtained from S by considering suitable sequences, namely those sequences which do not perform assumptions on CHR constraints nor on built-in constraints. The first condition means that the second components of tuples must be empty, while the second one means that the assumed constraint at step i must be equal to the produced constraint at step i − 1. We call "connected" those sequences which satisfy these requirements.
Definition 4.15 (Connected Sequences). Assume that
is a sequence in D. We say that σ is connected if:
The proof of the following result derives from the definition of connected sequence and an easy inductive argument.
Given a sequence σ = c 1 , 
σ is connected and c = store(σ )}.
The following corollary is immediate from Proposition 4.14.
COROLLARY 4.17 (CORRECTNESS). Let P be a program and let G be a goal. Then
A Possible Extension
The previous corollary proves that our semantics is correct with respect to a notion of observable which considers data sufficient answers. As shown by Definition 2.3 these are obtained by considering the results of terminated computations where all the user-defined constraints have been rewritten into built-in constraints. It could be desirable to obtain a compositional characterization also for qualified answers: These are obtained by considering computations terminating with a user-defined constraint which does not need to be empty (Definition 2.4). Such a characterization could be obtained by extending our model to include termination modes. The problem here is that, given a tuple G, c, K , G , d , in order to reconstruct correctly the qualified answers we need to know whether the configuration G , d is terminating or not (i.e., we need to know whether G , d → K P holds). This information could be provided by introducing in our semantics suitable termination modes. Hence a correct compositional semantics could be obtained also for qualified answers, at the price of a further complication of the traces. 
RELATED WORK
In this article we have considered the original abstract operational semantics of CHR given in Frühwirth [1998] which, as previously discussed, can introduce trivial infinite computations. A semantics which avoids these computations was first defined in Abdennadher [1997] and then refined in several other works. Essentially, the idea of Abdennadher [1997] was to add a suitable token store to the global state in order to memorize the information about which propagation rules can be applied to the user-defined constraints. In this way, it is possible to control that a propagation rule is applied at most once to the same sequence of constraints, thus avoiding trivial infinite computations. In Gabbrielli et al. [2006] the present work has been extended to consider the classic operational semantics based on the token store. Such an extension is mainly technical and leads to a more complicated model which, however, uses the same approach presented here. In fact, the main difference of the construction in Gabbrielli et al. [2006] with respect to the present one is that tuples of the form G, c, T, K , G , T , d are considered in the traces, where T and T are sets modeling the token store.
A refined semantics of CHR has been defined in Duck et al. [2004] in order to describe precisely the operational semantics implicitly used by (Prolog) implementations of CHR. This is obtained by considering explicitly (via suitable indexes) the (top-down) order in which rules are applied. In principle a compositional characterization of the semantics in Duck et al. [2004] could be given along the lines of the approach presented in this article. However, this would result in a really complicated model, since the fact should be modeled that some traces representing the computations of two goals, say A and B, cannot be composed to obtain a trace for A, B, due to the order of application of the rules.
Recently the semantics of CHR has been analyzed more deeply from a logical perspective in Betz and Frühwirth [2005] and Meister et al. [2007] by using linear logic and transaction logic, respectively. The problem addressed by these papers is that the usual first-order reading of CHR rules is not adequate when considering CHR as a general-purpose concurrent language (rather than a language for constraint handling). In fact, such a reading may lead to a logical meaning which is inconsistent with the intended meaning of a program (the coin example in Betz and Frühwirth [2005] and Meister et al. [2007] describes this point very clearly). In order to describe more precisely the operational semantics of CHR, more expressive logics should be then used, such as those used in the aforementioned papers. The aim of both Betz and Frühwirth [2005] and Meister et al. [2007] is therefore different from ours, even though these different approaches could be integrated in order to obtain a logical characterization of a compositional semantics. More precisely, since transaction logic allows to describe logically CHR computations (see Theorem 2 in Meister et al. [2007] ), in principle it is possible to think of a logical characterization of the traces that we use in our compositional semantics. Such a characterization, however, is not immediate, since our traces use assumptions and therefore are different from those arising from the "normal" CHR computations. It is worth noting that a logical characterization of traces containing assumptions was proposed in de by using suitable (logical) modalities which provide a kind of assumption/commitment style of specification of a process. However, the traces in de Boer et al. [2004] were used to model the behavior of (timed) concurrent constraint programming processes, hence they were much more simple than those used here and it is not clear whether their logical characterization could be extended to the traces of this article.
When considering more generally concurrent languages other than CHR it is possible to find several compositional models based on traces. In fact, starting with the semantics for dataflow languages of Jonsson [1985] , we can find trace models for imperative concurrent languages [Brookes 1993 ], for concurrent constraint programming , for Linda-like languages , and also several trace semantics for more theoretical process calculi. However, as previously argued, the presence of multiple heads in CHR rules makes this language quite peculiar and rather different from the other concurrent languages previously mentioned. Hence our approach is substantially different from those of the aforementioned papers.
Finally, we should mention that the problem of a compositional characterizations of CHR rules was also addressed by Maher [2002] , but only for a limited subset of CHR.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have introduced the first semantics for CHR which is compositional with respect to the and-composition of goals and which is correct with respect to data sufficient answers. Compositionality is an important feature for a semantics, especially in the field of concurrent languages. Indeed, most of the (many) semantics for concurrency which have been investigated are compositional with respect to the syntactic operators of the language. Compositionality facilitates the semantic reasoning on processes, as we have to consider congruences rather than equivalences. Also, having a reference semantics which is compositional sets the groundwork for defining modular verification and analysis tools, which are important from a practical point of view. In fact, the ability to decompose a proof or an analysis according to the syntactic components of a program, possible with compositional tools, allows to manage the complexity of large systems by controlling the state explosion problem (typical of many model checking tools) and allows to verify and analyze partially defined software components. Of course, compositional verification and analysis tools can be defined directly, following one of the many techniques available (typically some form of assume-guarantee reasoning; see, e.g., Henzinger et al. [1998] ). However, it is worth noting that starting from an existing compositional semantics can simplify the definition of these tools. Consider, for example, a proof systemà la Hoare which allows to prove program properties. Such a proof system clearly needs to be compositional, since we want to reduce the proof of a property for a compound statement to the proofs available for its components (this is usually reflected by the rules of the proof system, which are given in the natural deduction style). The definition of such a compositional proof system can be based on a compositional semantics, as done in de Boer et al. [2004, 1997] for (timed) ccp languages. Analogously, static analysis based on abstract interpretation can be done in a compositional way, if we start from a compositional semantics (see, e.g., Codish et al. [1993] , Falaschi et al. [1993] ).
Our work could be extended along several different lines.
As previously mentioned, a more complicated model (including termination modes) could be defined in order to characterize in a compositional way also qualified answers.
A second, more interesting, possible extension is the investigation of the full abstraction issue. For obvious reasons it would be desirable to introduce in the semantics the minimum amount of information needed to obtain compositionality, while preserving correctness. In other terms, we would like to obtain a result of this kind: S P (G) = S P (G ) if and only if, for any F , SA P (G, F ) = SA P (G , F ) (our Corollary 4.17 only ensures that the "only if " part holds). Such a full abstraction result is difficult to achieve: Techniques similar to those used in de Boer and Palamidessi for analogous results in the context of ccp could be considered, even though they cannot be directly used, due the multiple heads of CHR rules.
It would be interesting also to study further notions of compositionality, for example, that which considers union of program rules rather than conjunctions of goals, analogously to what has been done in Bossi et al. [1992] for logic programming. However, due to the presence of synchronization, the simple model based on clauses defined in Bossi et al. [1992] cannot be used for CHR.
